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surface at a point P be VKr or VK according as P is external or internal.   Prove the following results ^t__        M         (r-a)*-K-(r+aY-K     r           M          (a-r)*-*-!
where JkT is the mass and a the radius.
Ex. 2.    Prove that the potential of a homogeneous solid sphere of unit density at an internal point P distant r from the centre is
~r)8-*~(a + r)8-* (a-r)«-*+(a+ ?•)*-*
To this we add an infinite constant when /c>4.    The integral takes another form when /c=4.
Ex. 3. Let the law of attraction be the inverse cube. Prove that the potential of a thin spherical shell at a point P distant r from the centre is F8' or F8 according as P is external or internal, where
^,    M ,     r + a        Tr     M ,
Prove also that the potential of a solid sphere of unit density at an internal point is
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;  Si.    To find the 'potential of a shell bounded by any two non-
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intersecting spheres.
Let A and B be the centres of the spheres, a and b their radii. Let p be the density of the attracting matter which fills the space between these spheres.
JT^3j:^^                                  evidently the difference of the
potentials of the spheres each regarded as a solid sphere of density p. If r} r' be the distances of P from, A and B respectively, the potential at P is
&3\
according as P is outside or inside both spheres.   If P lie between the spheres
82. We may use the same principle to find the attraction of a shell bounded by two non-intersecting spheres.
Suppose, for example, that the attracted point lies within both spheres. The force at P is evidently the resultant of two forces, (1) an attraction equal to fap.PA acting along PA, and (2) a repulsion equal to f Trp. BP acting along BP. By the triangle of


